
 



Introduction 
 

The goal of this report is to give you as a business owner, sales person, 
marketer or entrepreneur the knowledge and access to a set of tools 
that gives you a significant advantage over your competition and 
a compelling reason for clients to choose you and your product 
and service offering.  
 
Free vacation sales incentives work for virtually any type of 
business and should dramatically increase leads and sales. 
Sounds too good to be true - well, it definitely isn't. We've already 
given away over 315,000 trips and we have over 22,000 customer 
video testimonials (more than anyone else on the planet).  
 

 
Andy Small – Co-Founder of Marketing Boost 

 
‘Free Vacation’ Sales Incentives 
 

If two offerings were equal, all things considered, but one was offering 
you a free holiday and one wasn’t – which one would you choose? 
 
For decades, large sales and marketing organizations have used 
travel and dining incentives to generate billions of dollars in sales, but 
high upfront costs and ongoing expenses made it impossible for the 
little guys to use this powerful selling advantage. Until now, but more 
on that later.  
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‘The Greater’ $15 Billion Success Story 

 

Sales incentives work for virtually any type of business to dramatically 
increase sales – there is no better example that I know of than the 
one which I’m about to share with you now. 
 
‘The Greater Bank’ in Australia (formerly called ‘The Greater Building 
Society) were just like everyone else in the finance industry - 
competing by dropping Interest Rates. There was no clear reason to 
choose them over any other financial institution. 
 
Then they introduced JD (John Dwyer), a brilliant ‘out of the box’ 
marketing and sales strategist that changed ‘The Greater’ forever. 
 
He walked into the board room at the Directors meeting and threw a 
McDonalds ‘Happy Meal’ onto the center of the table, and he asked 
the group ‘how much does a Happy Meal cost?’ 
 
None of the managers and directors at the bank could give him an 
answer.  
 
JD then asked them to “raise your hand if you have bought a Happy 
Meal for a child when you wanted to keep them entertained, such as 
on a car road trip?” 
 
Looking around the room JD was not surprised to see that nearly all 
the hands were up. 
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JD drove home his point “we need to take their eyes off the ‘price’ and 
instead focus on the ‘prize/bonus’, just like McDonalds does.  The toy 
in the Happy Meal is the prize/bonus – it’s a reason to choose them, 
and no one even seems to know how much it costs because they are 
focussed on the prize not the price. We need to make our bonus a 
free holiday.” 
 
After a bit of persuasion, the directors agreed and the ‘Switch Your 
Home Loan to the Greater and Get a Free Holiday’ promotion was 
born.  
 
See below an example of just one of their print ads. They also ran this 
promotion and many just like it on TV, the Internet and radio.  

 
 

The free holidays gave people a reason to ‘choose them’ and ‘switch’ 
to becoming their customer.  
 
The campaign was an outstanding success and ran for many years.   
 
The Greater Bank in Australia shook up their industry and did 
over $15,000,000,000 in loans by offering a ‘switch to the Greater 
Bank and receive a complimentary vacation’ promotion.  
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The greater isn’t alone. Here is a small sample of other organisations 
using free vacation incentives. 
 

 
 

But Why Would Hotels & Resorts Give Away Free Stays? 
 

It turns out its actually a win/win for us and them. Here's how we do it: 
In reality Hotels and Resorts are rarely full, but they are always open. 
 
This means that they still have their fixed costs such as staff, power, 
water etc and are happy to do anything they can to monetise their 
unused rooms. 
 
Because we also own the fastest growing online travel company in 
the world with over $200,000,000 in sales. They partner with us to 
help them fill up their otherwise empty rooms. 
 
The hotels and resorts know their numbers. They know that when 
they get guests, the guest spend money with them. We help them 
turn what would be empty rooms into additional revenue from 
other parts of their property like the in-house restaurant, the bar, 
the casino, room service, the spa, or even an extra day stay. 
 
These hotels and resorts also know that many of their customers ‘fall 
in love with the place’ and come back again in future years to re-
create the amazing time they had - so they get repeat business also. 
It’s very common for happy guests to say “we love that place, we are 
going back every year”.  
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Introducing Your New Secret Weapon ‘Marketing Boost’ 
 

As mentioned earlier - for decades, large sales and marketing 
organizations have used travel and dining incentives to generate 
billions of dollars in sales, but high upfront cost and ongoing expenses 
made it impossible for the little guys to use this powerful selling 
advantage.  
 
Until now.  
 
Do You Want the Opportunity to Give Away Free Vacations to 
Your Leads, Prospects and Clients? 
 
We know it sounds too good to be true, but the great thing is that it 
isn’t – You get the opportunity to plug into the exact same system we 
have used to give away over 315,000 trips (and growing). 
 
Introducing your new secret weapon MarketingBoost (tell your 
business friends about this but certainly not your competition). 

 
 
Marketing boost took the marketplace by storm and has 
revolutionized the travel incentives industry with a high value / low 
price subscription-based program that any business can afford.  
 
Marketing boost allows you to double or triple your profits faster than 
anything you've ever seen in your life. You can now offer your clients 
a complimentary travel or dining incentive to explode your sales. 
 
 

https://www.marketingboost.com/
https://www.advertisingboost.com/
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You will be able to give away vacations to over 50 locations 
worldwide.  
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In addition to our travel incentives, you'll also be able to give out 
high value restaurant dining incentives to your clients as well. 
These are great for increasing sales, retaining customers, and 
generating a flood of customer referrals. You can send your clients a 
digital travel or restaurant incentive via email or print out and 
distribute our travel incentives in person to close more sales. 
 

 
 
Rather than dropping prices, smart organisations are using Marketing 
Boost’s free vacation & restaurant incentives to increase value.  Here 
is a small sample of the many benefits of the program for you: 
 
 

 
 

But My Business Is Different… 
 
We hear this a lot, but the reality is Free Vacation Incentives work to 
grow Sales for nearly all Industries. 
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A recent poll of the Marketing Boost Community showed that there are 
over 50 different industries and markets growing their businesses by 
giving away complementary Marketing Boost vacations and restaurant 
vouchers.  You can see a small subset of those industries below... 
 

 
Who Stands to Benefit from Free Vacation 
Incentives? 
 

Within your business you will find multiple teams and roles will realise 
significant benefits from the program. See below those who we have 
found to benefit the most… 
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Your Next Steps 
 
This report has given you a great high-level outline of how you can use 
Free Vacation incentives to grow the sales conversions of your leads, 
prospects and clients faster than you ever thought possible. It gives 
your customers a clear reason to choose you.  
 
The real key now is to move with speed and implement what you’ve 
learned and to dig deeper and gain further knowledge in any areas that 
you are not as strong as you would like.    
 
Your Next Steps. 
 

1. Visit https://free.marketingboost.com/vacations for the 4 quick 
free training videos (roughly 3-5 minutes each) that accompany 
this report as they will take you on the journey step-by-step of 
everything you need to know about how to give away vacation 
incentives to your clients. 
 

2. Try Marketing Boost For Free and test giving away your first 
vacation incentive to boost your business. You have nothing to 
lose and everything to gain.  This could easily be the smartest 
move you make for your business growth this year.  

 
 
We wish you the very best with your lead generation and business 
growth efforts. 
 
Regards 
 
Andy Small 
MarketingBoost.com 
 
 
 
 

https://free.marketingboost.com/vacations
https://marketingboost.com/tryfree

